1. Introduction. 1.1. Suppose that a particle moves in a space E under the influence of random factors. Its position x t at time t is a random variable, that is a measurable function on a space Q where a probability measure P is given. The family X = {*,} is called a stochastic process in the state space E. It is important to evaluate the future behaviour of the particle using, in the best possible way, the information available at the present time. A stochastic process X is Markovian if, for a given value of x tQ , the prognosis of the future does not depend on the evolution before / 0 . A more symmetric form of the same property is: the families x r t > t 0 and x r t < t 0 are conditionally independent given x tQ . During the past decades Markov processes became a powerful tool in partial differential equations and potential theory with important applications to physics.
p t (x,B)= f p t (x,y)m(dy)
where m is a measure on the state space E (given on a a-algebra % ). The function p t (x,y) (subject to conditions listed in §3) is called the transition density. We say that a Markov process is symmetric iîp t (x,y) = p t (y, x) for all/,x,j\
To every x G E there corresponds a measure P x on the space 8-the probability law of the motion starting from the point x. If /i is a measure on E 9 then the integral of P x with respect to /i is the law P^ corresponding to initial measure /A.
An Under certain regularity conditions for the process X 9 the following two results will be proved in §6: THEOREM 
The Gaussian field associated with a symmetric Markov
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There exists no relation between the probability spaces on which $ and X are defined. 3 A similar definition is introduced in a recent paper of S. Albeverio and R. Hcfegh-Krohn (Comm. Math. Phys. 68 (1979), 95-128). Traditionally, to define $ B a topology in E is used, a direct definition is given only for open sets B, and closed sets are treated by passage to the limit. process X has the Markov property on all sets B, C such that:
1.2. A. It is impossible to reach C from B without crossing B n C. THEOREM 
1.2.2.
The conditional mathematical expectation of y^ given $> B is % B where \k B is the probability distribution of x T at the first hitting time r of B assuming that the initial probability distribution is /t. 4 The Brownian motion has the property 1.2.A for every two closed sets covering E. The same is true for every process with continuous paths in a topological space. Note that the property 1.2.A is symmetric in B and C because of the symmetry of p t (x,y). For other sets the solution is more complicated. Sometimes it has a form %' " %-> /*'> M" e 9K" We extend the index set for $ to #L -9H -9IL putting <p M '_ M " = «fy' -«yy which is possible since the equality jut' -ft" « i>' -v" implies the equality <p M , -q>^ = <p", -%» by linearity of <p M . Generally, the conditional mathematical expectation 2S(<PJ$B) is the limit in quadratic mean of y^ for a sequence i^ e ( 3H. We continue the bilinear form (1.4) to 9It. For every ji e <DIt > < /A, /i> > 0 and we put || /i|| = V<fi,/t> . 1.4. We call a set elementary if it can be represented as a finite union of rectangles. The prediction problem for elementary sets can be solved using suitable families of stopping times.
Put j < / if j' < f ' for every i. A stopping time T is a random element of T with the property: for every /G7, the event {T < t) depends only on x s , s < t. If r' is a stopping time for X\ i = 1,..., k, then T = (r 1 ,..., T*) is a stopping time for X (the converse is not true).
Let Q be a finite or a countable set and let a stopping time T q and a random variable Z^ be defined for every q G Q. We say that (r q9 Z q ) is a B-resolving system if:
1.4.A. Z^ depends only on x n t < r q . I.4.B. For every co and t, either JC,(<O) £ B or S z f -i.
Here % t is the set of all r q such that r q < t and x T e 5.
The following result is a generalization of Theorem 1.2.2. In §7 we give a general method of constructing resolving systems for elementary sets. We also describe simpler resolving systems for interesting particular cases (like the complement of a rectangle).
1.5. The prediction problem for nonelementary sets is postponed to a later publication. Here we only mention that the following approach is possible. Geometrically, E{%\^B} * S ^e orthogonal projection of <p M on the space H(B) linearly generated by $ B . Let H + (2?) stand for the intersection of H(C) over all elementary sets C which contain B. If the orthogonal projections of <p^ on all H(C) are known, then the projection on H + (B) can be obtained by passage to the limit. Under certain conditions, the limit can be described using integration. However H+(B) is generally larger than H(B) and the evaluation of the orthogonal projections on H(B) and on H +(B) are closely related but different problems. Up to now, these problems were studied only for the Brownian sheet. The study was initiated by Walsh [29] ; the most complete results were recently obtained by Wolpert 1.8. We shall use the following notations. Suppose that F is a real-valued function in a measure space (Q, ^, P). We write F G 3F if F is measurable with respect to ?F. We say that a set C c Ö is P-negligible if there exists a set Oj G <5 such that CcÖj and P(0,) * 0. We write F e f a.s. P if F coincides with a function F x G 3F outside a P-negligible set. Let Y,(co) and Z s (o)) be two functions on (Q, P, P) depending on a parameter s G S. We say that Y and Z are F^-indistinguishable if y,(w) = Z s (u>) for all s G S outside a P-negligible set.
1.9. The author is indebted to L. Gross and R. Wolpert for stimulating discussions. He is especially grateful to R. Vanderbei who participated actively in investigation of the prediction problem presented in §7 and who contributed significantly to understanding of the subject. He also suggested a number of corrections and improvements to the manuscript. for all real numbers \" ..., \. On the other hand, every positive semidefinite matrix a ki can be represented in the form (2.4). Therefore, to every vector a k and every positive semidefinite matrix a kl there corresponds one and only one normal distribution satisfying conditions (2.3).
Gaussian
A random field $ is a collection of random variables <p" s G S on a probability space (Q, ?F, P) indexed by elements of an arbitrary set S. A random field $ is Gaussian if, for every s v ..., s n G 5, the joint probability distribution of q> Si To every transition density there corresponds its Green function defined by formula (1.2) . This function can be infinite identically. However the Green function corresponding to a killed density p$(x,y) has the following property: for every x, g(x, y) < oo for m-almost all y. (iv) for every x G E, a probability measure P x on <$ (f/ra probability law corresponding to a starting point x); where p t (x 9 B) is defined by (3.1). 7 We call X a symmetric Markov process if p t (x,y) satisfies the symmetry condition 3.LE and condition 3.I.D. We call a transition density p t (x 9 y) regular if there exists a right Markov process X satisfying (4.2) and (3.1). All densities considered in the Introduction are regular. Generally, p is regular if E is a locally compact separable metric space, % is the collection of all Borel subsets of E and the transformations P t defined by (4.4) preserves the space C of continuous functions tending to 0 at infinity (see e.g. [6, Theorem 3.14]). This criterion is applicable to diffusions on differentiable manifolds for which p is the fundamental solution of a certain parabolic differential equation.
There exists a wide class of random variables f < f such that the reduction of the life time to f does not destroy the Markov character of the process (see [6, Chapter 10]). Under broad conditions, this transformation preserves both symmetry and the Property 4.2.A. This is an important source of symmetric regular transition densities. In particular, the X-killing considered in subsection 3.1 corresponds to f independent of the path and having the exponential distribution P(f > u) = e~*". Another possibility is to kill at the first exit time from a given set B.
4.3. Conditions 4.2. A and 3.1.D imply that for every ƒ6® and every a-finite measure ft the function /(x,(<o)) is P M -indistinguishable from a ® r X ^-measurable function. Applying Fubini's theorem, we deduce from (4.3), (4.4), (4.5) the following useful formula
Let us consider a function T(W) with values in the interval [0, £(«)) and, possibly, a value + oo. It is called a stopping time if (î<r}6Î, a.s. for every t > 0.
We put C e % if C n {T < i) G % a.s. for all t. Intuitively, this means that C is observable in time interval [0, r + e) for every positive e.
We shall use the following properties of right processes proved in 
P,{Y\ r< J T Z) = Pji Yl^P^Z).
(4.8)
4.3.B. For every progressive 9 function F(t, w), T(Ü>) = inf{/: F(t 9 co) > 0} is a stopping time. In particular, for every B E $, T B = inf{*: t > 0, x t E B) is a stopping time (it is called the first hitting time ofB).
A point x is called regular for 5 if, for every u > 0, P x {x t E 2? for some 0 < f < u) = 1. A set B is f-closed (or finely closed) We consider the partial ordering of T defined in subsection 1.
Every two elements s <u E T determine a finite open interval rj = {t: s < t < u).
We denote by C + f the translation of C through / i.e. the set of all sums c + t, CELC, and we put T' -T + t = {w: / < u). 
All properties 4.1.A through E hold, the definitions of measures P M , stopping times T and corresponding a-algebras
5.1.C For every v G 91L and all 0 <s <u G T P m [A,(TZ)-J\\x t )dtY->0 OSÔ-+0 where a\x) is defined by (3.3).
This theorem is proved in 
COROLLARY. If B is the f-closure of B, then H(B) = H(B).
Indeed, by 4. 6.4. In conclusion, we prove that the transformation (1.12) with a splittable F preserves the Markov property on every standard pair B 9 C.
Put Z = e 
and the series in (1.11) converges. Denote its sum by Y. Since fi q is concentrated on By we have Y G //(£) and we need only to prove that, for every This formula has a simple combinatorial meaning. A random set % in T is naturally associated with our problem. This is the set of all r q for which X T e B. Obviously % is locally finite in the following sense: for every element of X, there exists only a finite number of smaller elements. Suppose that & is an arbitrary locally finite partially ordered set. We say that elements a l9 ..., a" of 6E form a chain with the end a if a x «<••••< a n * a. Denote by K + (a) and K_(a) the numbers of chains with the end a having, respectively, an even and an odd number of elements. Formula (7.14) means that To prove this, we put i G v if JC/ G E' \ C' for some t, and we note that the set % of subsection 7.5 consists of all T M , U G V. The expression for Z u follows from (7.10) or (7.15). that % contains all bounded functions measurable with respect to the a-algebra generated by e iX . Hence F is orthogonal to all bounded functionals of the field $, and F « 0 a.s. P. This proves the equality L * L.
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